
HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE
POETRY COMPETITION - ENGLISH

Vn. KCGF SUREKHA SRINIVASAN
Bliss Quotient

Every brick hurled at me, a castle will be built,
Every storm raged, a rainbow vision felt,
In Cosmic darkness I saw creations zillion,
Every Corona body has helping arms outstretched billion;
From the dull egg a myriad-coloured peacock emerges,
Each struggle-a learn, every pain - a happiness in disguise!
Earth repairs its mangled mantle after eons of abuse:
Meanwhile let's celebrate Zindagi/ Jeevitham,as Bliss is our Birthright!

Vn NIRMALA SUKUMAR
Vasavi club Sri Sri Sri
Coimbatore

Happiness is a choice,
Choose to make good things,which everyone makes happy,
Very little things happy in our life;But
Time takes some efforts to learn happy,
Life is what you make it,
Be satisfied by the thing you made it,
Count your blessings by making others happy,
Carry a smile with kindness and grace,
Thank the God for being happy...!!!

Vi. BALA DHANVANTH

VC SRI SRI SRI COIMBATORE



*HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE*

*When there is a will, there's a way*
*When there is a way, there's a life*
*When there is a life, there's a dream*
*When there is a dream, there's a faith*
*When there is a faith, there's a choice*
*When there is a choice, there's a happiness*

Vn PAVITHRA VISWANATHAN

VC SRI SRI SRI COIMBATORE

*"HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE"*

*Life is too short, make the most of it.*

*Spread a little kindness sprinkle as you go,*

*Where the good feelings came and the pain will all subside.*

*So enjoy your special moments, like a colourful butterfly.*

*Forget the sad moments in the past,*

*Leave the fear about the future,*

*Fill the present moment with positive thoughts.*

*You'll find that your own happiness will grow and grow*.

Vn BHAGAVATHY SRINIVASAN

VC SRI SRI SRI COIMBATORE

*HAPPINESS IS CHOICE*



Everything in our life is a reflection only.
Our happiness will not be come to you,
it will come from you.
What our mind think that arise with our thoughts.
Surrounding you only all activities happens.
Happiness given by GOD,it will follow you as your shadow.
If you catch it , it move away.
Happily travel on it and no destination in your life.
*Be happy make others happy*

VEDHA P

VASAVI CLUB

VANITHA GOBICHETTIPALAYAM

HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE
Being perfect is a choice,
But learning from imperfections is happiness. Listening to others is a choice,
But listening to our inner voice is happiness. Being strong is a choice,
But working hard for it is happiness. Choosing a path is our choice,
But reaching it in the right way is happiness. Nothing will make us happy,
Until we choose to be happy

PRANAV GUPTTA V
Std 12
CHINMAYA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
VCLCC

Years it has been, since
my hunt for the star
on the horizon began.
I scarce remember a life before.

The sky gem drew me in
shining, tempting, dazzling
assuring me that the journey
would be worth it all
in the end.



But those murky choices made
all proved to be naught
when i looked within
to find a diamond filled sky

in my haste to attain the elusive,
I had failed to realise
that I had many more, warmer and brighter
if I had just looked inside.
A dark past invalidated.

But for a brighter dawn ahead.

Mrs. Muthu. Dhanalakshmi
Vasavi club of Karur

*Happiness is a choice*

*Mirthful* laughter is our breath - not a Fantasy;
*Merry* ness in life arise fromMercy

*Pleasure* of victory on pandemy - very soon;
Perfect *glee* of people globally

Help the deprived and get *delighted* - of course;
*Happiness* is within us, known one is enlightened

Lifting last man to rise up - Indeed;
*Lovely rejoice* arise you up

KAVITHA

VASAVI VANITHA POLLACHI

Every morning when I woke up, Choose to be happy and stand strong on that,
So the day of mine will be so precious and encourageous,
No one makes us happy than ourself,
Happiness is in our hands no one can give it and grab it,The secret of being happy is accepting
where you are in life and making the best
out of every day knowing happiness is a
choice that requires effort at times, so make



today amazing and stop complaining and
appreciate what you have.

JAYASARADEATHI
vasavi club shevapet, Salem

HAPPINESS
H earty feeling that
everyone needs..
A mazing one tat can be
shared...
P referred by everyone
to live
P recious thing tat
cannot be purchased
Y outhful thing tat can
be felt in mind...
IN OUR HAND IT LIES
SO NJOY UR LIVES

Vn . S. NISHA
Dindigul

* In this lockdown atrocity ,
Happiness is necessity ,

* When seeing mountains and peaks ,
I can feel the nature speaks ,

* Sound of the birds that sing ,
And when fragrance of the flowers that swing ,

* On seeing the people in prayer for others ,
Caring and nursing along with doctors ,

* When donating to the needy with joy ,
Happy to see when they enjoy ,
* When my family enjoy in my cook ,
And when they help me to give it a grand look ,



* When the kindness overflow like a rain ,
Happiness will be our gain !!

SAI SHARAN V

VCLCC CLUB
*A little poem - I choose to be happy:*
----------------------------------------
While there's life, there is hope.

While there's hope, there is a dream.

While there's dream, there is faith.

While there's faith, there is a success.

While there's success, there is a joy.

While there's joy, there is always happiness.

That's all about in life, to be happy! So tell me can you choose your happiness?

POORVAJA SV

Vasavi club, Gobichettipalayam

Happiness is a choice, Not a destination Design your life as an artist
Act your life as a hero
Run your life as an athlete
Because
Happiness is a choice, Not a destination Add pleasant moments in your life Subtract frustrations in your
life
Multiply positivity in your life
Divide love to all in your life
Because
Happiness is a choice, Not a destination
HAPPINESS IS A CHOICE



SUPRITHA NANTAGOPALAN
Vasavi club, Gobichettipalayam

HAPPINESS IS OUR CHOICE

THEY ARE FOUND IN A LITTLE COURAGE,
THEY ARE FOUND IN OUR CHOICE,
THEY COME TOGETHER WITH HOPE AND LAUGHTER,
THEY MAKE LIFE COLOURFUL AND MEANINGFUL,
WHO ARE THEY????
HAPPINESS HAPPINESS HAPPINESS CHOSEN BY US.

Vn J BALAKRUSHNUN

Vasavi Club Elite Salem

The happiness of your life
Depends upon the quality of
Your THOUGHTS
Judge nothing,you will be HAPPY
Forgive everything you will be
HAPPIER
Love everything you will be
HAPPIEST
Joy is based on what is happening WITHIN YOU

SUBASHREE

President vanitha madurai

*Happiness is a choice!*

When dark clouds surround...
And no silver linings abound!



Where there's such a heavy cost...
And all just seems lost!

What is only sure...
To restore us our poise,

Is quite simply... Our
happiness is a choice!

P. CHITRA PREMKUMAR
President

Vasavi Club IDAPPADI
Dis V501A
Region VI,Zone IV

Glazing out of the window.
Eyes captured a beautiful pastel shaded butterfly,
Unmindfully,my mind got seated on her livelihood!!
With no baggages and garbages to mind,
With just the wings to fly,raindrops to bathe.
Sunlight to dry,breeze to breathe,flowers to feed,,Life in its simplitude,
Love to multitude.pleasures in plentitude

But the choice...
Is the attitude!!

Mrs.ANNAPURANIE

Happiness is a choice...The topic for the poetry ....but it is not a choice it is base for everyone's life.... --

Happiness is always a choice when your :-
Healing And Proud,
Packing yourself In your Natural style,
Ending your day with your Sensible Smile
And that is
HAPPINESS



Vn.D.Viswanathan [President]

VASAVI CLUB

Namagiripettai

I usually say the aim of life is to be

"Happy"

Our existence is based on

"Hope"

Our life is rooted in the opportunity to be

"Happy"

Not Necessarily "WEALTHY" but happy with our

"OWNMINDS"

If we only indulge in sensory "pleasure"

We will be little different from

"ANIMALS"

In fact we have this marvelous

"BRAIN AND INTELLIGENCE"

We must learn to use it


